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Market Applications

Tactical
Self-defense
Outdoor

DESCRIPTION

UPC: 6926540912570

MSRP: $ 99.95

The M2R is our brand new rechargeable dual switch LED tactical flashlight. This light is equipped with the latest XHP35 HD LED 
powered by a single high discharge rate 18650 with an output range of 1 to 1,500 lumens. The M2R features a quiet tail switch with
minimal noise when being clicked on for tactical purposes. The tail cap of this light can magnetically charge directly through the 
tail tactical switch. The side switch has a similar operation as the OLIGHT S series flashlights, while the tail switch can be switched 
between conventional and enhanced tactical operation modes allowing the user to access turbo or strobe with a single click. With its 
slim head, lanyard hole, and dual direction pocket clip, the M2R is the perfect tactical light to carry with you on any adventure.

Side Switch with Braille Marking

Sapphire Blue PVD Coated Stainless Steel
Bezel Clamping Ring

Lanyard Hole

Red:

OLIGHT Micro-Dok Compatible(Optional Accessory)
* Directly rechargeable with all conventional 18650 batteries

Green:
Charging CompletedCharging 

Double-Direction PVD Coated Removable 
Stainless Steel Pocket Clip
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FEATURES

● Durable metal tail switch design making the M2R rechargeable directly from the switch with the OLIGHT signature USB 
   magnetic charging cable.
● The tail cap uses a quiet tact switch and the side button is pronounced with a braille marking for ease of use in a dark 
   and tactical situation.
● It only takes a single press of the tail cap switch to access the 1,500-lumen turbo or strobe mode for high stress situations. 
● Comes with a high capacity and high discharge rate 3500mAh 18650 lithium-ion battery that supports up to 1500 lumens
   with long runtimes.
● Compatible with all 18650 batteries (with a discharge current over 6A and protection board) and the OLIGHT micro-dok.
● Slim head design, detachable pocket clip for both carry directions, and lanyard hole for an enhanced and comfortable user experience.
● This flashlight can be turned on/off from either the side or the tail switch, making it adaptable to different operational habi ts.

OUTPUT 

WATERPROOF IPX8 DROP TEST COMPLIANCE

LIGHT SOURCE

DIMENSIONS

BODY MATERIAL  

BATTERY SOURCE

WARRANTY

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

Cree XHP35 HD CW
Cree XHP35 HD NW

Length: 5.12 in/130.0mm
Diameter (Head): 1.00 in/25.4mm
Diameter (Body): 0.96 in/24.4mm
Weight: 5.26 oz /149g (including battery)

Mode 1ICON Mode 2 Mode 3 Mode 4 Mode 5 Mode 6

6061-T6 Aluminum Alloy (main body)

3500mAh 18650 (included)

OLIGHT’s 5 Year warranty
Visit olightworld.com / warranty

Double Direction Stainless Steel Pocket Clip
10A HDC 3500mAh 18650 Battery
USB Magnetic Charging Cable
Lanyard
Holster
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Note:
(1)  These are tests results retrieved using a fully charged 3500mAh 18650 rechargeable battery which is included
       for this flashlight.

(2)  Turbo (Mode 1) is the maximum output within three minutes after the flashlight is switched on. It is only 
       reachable when the voltage under load is above 3.7V.

* Turbo (Mode 1) has two possible outputs: 1,500 or 1,000 lumens. When the deep single click is set as strobe 

  setting, it will be 1500 lumens.Or when the deep single click is set as turbo ON/OFF switch setting,

  it will be 1000 lumens.    
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